Healthcare practitioners across the enterprise need access to images to
facilitate patient care. This interoperability is critical for diagnosis, treatment,
follow-up, and care coordination. If your current imaging solution can't meet
these requirements, it's time to consider a vender-neutral archive (VNA).

STORAGE
Directly store every file type from every specialty department.

ENDOSCOPY
MP4, JPG,
endoscopes

RADIOLOGY
MR. CT, XR, voice

WOUND CARE
Photographs,
reports

ONCOLOGY
FDG-PET, CT, X-ray,
treatment plans

CAPTURE, STORE, AND MANAGE THESE AND MANY MORE
FILE TYPES THROUGHOUT THE ENTERPRISE

POINT-OF-CARE
ULTRASOUND
AVI, JPG,
ultrasound reports

CARDIOLOGY
Echo, Cath,
Nuclear, US

SLEEP LAB
Polysomnograms,
videos

SURGERY
OPTHALMOLOGY
Opthalmology laser images,
voice dictations

In-department X-ray,
endoscopes,
surgery reports

DERMATOLOGY
Photos,
dermatology reports

SECURITY
Ensure valuable patient data is safe and secure at all times.

Centralized IT
Zero-footprint

Never leaves
the data center

HIPAA-compliant
with audited access
Segregates sensitive
and restricted data

STREAMLINED
WORKFLOWS
Better workflows can positively impact patient outcomes.
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Acquisition support without
system replacement
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SAVINGS
Simplifying data storage can lead to cost savings.
Remove departmental
storage silos
Implement a single,
easy-to-manage
platform

Reduce storage
management costs
and interfaces

Lifecycle management
aligns image value
with retention
Provide clinical
workflow

Eliminate data
migration

CHOOSE THE RIGHT VNA
FOR
YOUR
ORGANIZATION
CHOOSE THE
RIGHT
VNA
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
Look for a VNA solution that offers all of the following:

DICOM Web (QIDO-RS and
WADO-RS) support

Data remains securely in the
data center

Native file support

Mobile device capture and viewer
that leaves no data on device

Image exchange support
Encounters-based workflows
APIs that leverage interoperability

Secure storage of any file type

Multi-departmental solutions

Patient data linked to EHR

EHR integration

Organized and accessible data

Customizable departmental
data tagging

Sensitive data segregated out

Lifecycle management

Leading-edge security protocols

Dashboards that monitor
storage consumption

The most important consideration in our VNA selection process
was the ease of integration with existing systems.
- Tim Forman, Manager, Renown Health

Robust clinical workflows
Artificial intelligence-ready

With nearly two decades of industry-leading experience, our TeraMedica
Division remains independently focused on advancing VNA technology and
healthcare interoperability. As the centerpiece of the FUJIFILM Medical
Systems U.S.A., Inc.’s comprehensive medical informatics portfolio, Synapse®
VNA provides the industry’s leading image-management solution.

Learn more about Synapse VNA at www.TeraMedica.com.
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